Abstract—Purposes of the study were to analyze the validity, practicality and effectiveness of learning devices using discovery learning model based on Aceh culture and to analyze the improvement understanding of students physics concept. This study was Research and Development (R&D) by using 4-D model include define, design, develop, and disseminate stages proposed by Thiagarajan with limited trial. Learning devices were developed in the form of lesson plan, student worksheet, student’s book, teacher’s book and instrument understanding of student physic concept on kinematics motion straight material. All of the learning devices were based on Aceh Culture. Subjects in this study were students of class X MIA I MA Ulumul Quran Langsa. The result of the research shows that the learning devices using discovery learning model based on Aceh culture with an average total validity of lesson plan = 4.31, student’s book = 4.36, teacher’s book = 4.39, student worksheet = 4.37 and concept comprehension test instruments valid, practical and effective and understanding of students physics concepts increases with an average N-gain of 0.35 with moderate qualifications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Education and culture is something that cannot be avoided in everyday life, because culture is a whole and comprehensive whole that prevails in a society and education is a fundamental need for every individual in society. [1] states that education is an activity of receiving and giving knowledge so that culture can be passed on from generation to generation. Education and culture have a very important role in nurturing and developing noble values of the nation, which impact on the formation of characters based on the noble cultural values. As [2] states that culture is the embodiment of human character.

Based on the above explanation, it showed that the learning device has an important act in the success of the learning process. But the facts in MA Ulumul Quran Kota Langsa there are problems about this learning device, where the completeness of teacher learning tools basically has been complete, but the teachers still tend to use the same Learning Plan (RPP) for several years of learning that implicate the use of learning model keep repeating regardless of educational demands and changing the students characteristics. Teachers also tend to use teaching materials from publishers as the only one source of learning in the classroom and have not developed LKS in accordance with the learning objectives and learning models used. The impact of the preparation of learning tools that have not maximized automatically give some impact on the process of learning in the classroom.

Furthermore, based on interviews with one of the physics teachers, namely Mr. Taufik obtained that the quality of learning process and student achievement on physics subject is still relatively low. The low quality of process and learning achievement is indicated by the fact that students have difficulty learning on physics subject. Learning difficulties experienced by students one of them is the difficulty in understanding the basic concepts that exist in the subject of physics. This indicates that the students' understanding of physics concept is still low. And the difficulty of student learning is reflected from the result of study on daily test which is still relatively low under minimum completeness criteria, that is 75. So it shows that the understanding of physics concept is not grown through the process of physics learning.

For that required a means of learning model that is able to make the establishment of cooperation among students in accordance with Aceh culture is expected to also be able to grow the character of each learner during the learning process is a learning model that can be applied by using group learning system. One of the learning models that can help teachers in directing students to be actively involved in the learning process is the discovery learning model. Previous research supporting the application of discovery learning in physics learning is the findings of [3] show that the development of Integrated IPA Module Theme of Discovery-based Substance Change To Improve Generic Skills And Students 'Learning Outcomes Students can improve students' generic skills and change the character of students to be more good.

Learning devices through discovery learning model integrated with cultural elements can be used as a solution in
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Understanding Concept

Understanding the concept is the competence shown by students in understanding the concept and in performing a flexible, accurate, efficient, and appropriate procedure. Understanding of a concept is very important because if students master the concept of prerequisite materials then the students will be easy to understand the concept of the next material. One of the categories in the cognitive dimension of Bloom's revised cognitive taxonomy process proposed by [8] is to understand the meaning of constructing the meaning of instructional messages, whether spoken, written and graphic in learning, books or computer screens. Cognitive processes in the categories of understanding include (1) interpreting, (2) modeling, (3) classifying, (4) summarizing, (5) concluding, (6) comparing and (7) explaining.

2.2 Learning Model Discovery based on Aceh culture

Integrating discovery learning models and Aceh culture types in the learning process will create a meaningful learning atmosphere. It is very reasonable because the success of the learning process is strongly influenced by the cultural environment of students. Just as [9] states that in order for students to feel that the material they are learning is part of themselves, the learning must begin with a contextual learning of the culture in which the student is located. Then [6] argues that student activity is the information processing that is active and born in a social matrix, where the way of thinking, perceiving, and acting is influenced by culture, environment and Others around him.

Therefore learning model discovery based on Aceh culture is a learning model that teaches students to face academic, moral and social problems, so students are organized by doing joint research through discussion group learning integrated with Aceh culture value in solving problems related to physics learning.

III. METHOD

This research was the development by using 4-D model of development [10] that consists of four stages, namely stage define, design, develop and disseminate.

3.1 Subject and Object

The subjects in this study were students of class X MA Ulumul Quran Langsa city academic year 2017/2018, while the object of this study is a learning tool through the discovery of Aceh-based learning model of learning on the materials of straight motion kinematics and test instrument understanding the concept of physics students. The first experiments were conducted in class XI MIA-1 and the second trial was conducted in class X MIA-1.

3.2 Instrument of Data Collection

Instrument of data collection in this research is validation sheet, observation sheet, and test. The validation sheet is used to collect the review result data from the validator. Observation sheets are used to determine the implementation of learning, assessing the competence of attitudes, skills, and activities. Improved understanding of student physics concepts using N-Gain by [11].

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The result of the research is the product of learning device through learning model discovery based on Aceh culture on straight motion kinematics. The results of research and discussion as follows:

The define stage is performed to define and define requirements in the learning process. This stage consists of the beginning-end analysis, student analysis, concept analysis,
task analysis, and objectives specifications of learning. The results of the final analysis concluded that the required learning device that refers to the problem based learning model based on Aceh culture in the development of learning devices. The result of student's analysis is obtained that the student's academic skill is still low, the student's learning style which is active in the group as well as the background of the dominant tribe of Aceh students makes the learning device using the learning model discovery based on Aceh culture can be applied. Concept analysis is an analysis of the main concepts of the material to be taught. The result of task analysis obtained refers to the concept analysis and learning objectives based on Core Competence (KI) and Basic Competence (KD) which have been established in accordance with the 2013 curriculum.

The design stage is done through test preparation and non-test, format selection, media selection and initial design of instructional devices. The results of the tests compiled in this study is a test of understanding the concept of physics. The results of the format selection in this study are adjusted to the curriculum of 2013, namely [12]. Furthermore, the Student Book format refers to the rules of BSNP (National Education Standards Board) and the format of LKS is adapted to the stages of learning and discovery model based on Aceh culture. The results of media selection or visual aids are used visual media in the form of physical culture of Aceh, in the form of drawing of PLTU vessel, game of meu creek which is played by girl, pen, ruler, stick, stopwatch and some object of Aceh Culture. The initial design results in the form of RPP, teacher book, student book and LKS for 3 times meeting as well as test instruments understanding the concept of physics.

Stage Develop aims to modify and develop learning devices that have been made in the previous stage of define and design. After the device is designed in the form of draft I, then at this stage tested the validity by expert validator and field trials. The test of learning device validation through discovery learning model based on Aceh culture in the form of RPP, LKS, teacher book and student book is done by expert of validator consisting of lecturer and teacher.

Table 1 summarizes that instructional devices in design I with various revisions have been used for experiments. In addition, the physics concept's comprehension test has been validated by an expert and declared valid with various revisions. The design of learning tools in the revised draft I is called draft II. This learning tool is ready to be tested in the field. Field trials were conducted twice, is trial I and trial II. These trials are conducted to determine the practicality and effectiveness of the developed learning tools. Learning devices are said to be practical if there is an expert statement that this device is worth using and the value of implementing learning using this device is good or very good [13][14][15]. While the effectiveness of learning tools seen from the students' learning

**TABLE 1. Validation Result by Expert of Validator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning</th>
<th>Average of</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPP</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LKS</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student’s</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teacher’s</td>
<td>4.39</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 gives the conclusion that on average the overall activity of the student is still in enough category. Positive student response to learning device in this test is 83.88% where the effectiveness limit of 80% of students give positive response. Based on the above description it can be concluded that the device in draft II is not yet practical and has not been effective so it needs a revision based on analysis from trial I. The revised learning device is called draft III. Draft III is the final draft that will be in trial II.

Trial II was conducted in X class MIA I MA Ulumul Quran Langsa City with 24 students. Experiment II was conducted to measure draft III as a learning tool using an Aceh-based discovery-based learning model that meets all the established and practical criteria. The result of trial II that has been done can be concluded that learning device using learning model of discovery based on Aceh culture developed has fulfilled all the criteria of practical and effective that set. The practicality of instructional tools as measured by the validity and implementation of learning tools is better than experiment I.

**TABLE 2. Score of Implementation of Learning Devices Trial II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Every Meet</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trial II</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The overall learning device implementation in trial II is 4.26, which, if referenced to the predefined instruction learning device criteria, then the average value of 4.26 is in very high category (4 <P ≤ 5).

The effectiveness of learning devices using discovery learning model based Aceh culture has fulfilled all the criteria set and can be said to be effective.
TABLE 3. Level of Students Complete Learning by Classical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Understanding the Concept of Physics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Complete</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If it is referenced in the classical student's completeness criterion, that is at least 80%, it can be concluded that the post result of student physics concept conception in trial II has fulfilled the effective criteria that is 87.5% student have complete pursuing completeness in classical. Furthermore, student activity during the learning process using discovery learning model based on Aceh culture was done by observation.

Overall the average student activity has increased. Thus it can be concluded learning device using learning model discovery based on Aceh culture developed effectively in terms of student activity that has achieved improvement.

The student's response gave the average total positive response in the second try of 96.06%. If the results of this analysis are referenced to the criteria set forth in chapter III, it can be concluded that the students' responses to the components and learning activities are positive. Based on the analysis of trial II data, it is known that the learning devices using learning model discovery based on Aceh culture has fulfilled all valid, practical and effective criteria. So there is no revision of draft III on instructional device that developed using learning model discovery based on Aceh culture on straight motion after trial II.

The disseminate stage is the final stage in the 4-D development model. At this stage, learning devices that have been piloted in the research class will be re-tested by comparing the developed learning device (experimental class) with the device used by physics subject teachers in MA Ulumul Quran Langsa City (control class). However, this stage is not carried out by researchers, due to time, cost and energy constraints so that this stage is not discussed in depth.

Data obtained from posttest result of understanding physics concept of student on trial II is analyzed to know the improvement of understanding physics concepts of students by comparing the average score of students obtained from posttest result of understanding physics concept of student each meeting on experiment II.

TABLE 4. N-Gain of Understanding Physic Concept

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Meet</th>
<th>N-gain</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 4, the students' understanding of physics concepts at each meeting increases so that it can be concluded that the application of learning tools using a learning model based on Aceh's culture-based learning can improve students' physics concept understanding.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the results of the analysis and discussion in this study, it can be concluded that: 1) Validity of learning devices through learning model discovery based on Aceh culture has valid for use with average total validity RPP = 4.31. Student’s Book = 4.36, Teacher's Books = 4.39, LKS = 4.37, as well as test understanding physic concept devices have also been valid based on the assessment by expert validators; 2) The practicality of learning model discovery based on Aceh culture has been easy to use in learning. This is based on the assessment of experts and observation of the implementation of learning with good category; 3) The effectiveness of learning devices using through learning model discovery based on Aceh culture has been said to be effective for use in learning. This is based on the completeness of learning has classically exceeded the minimum limit of 87.5% and student response has also been positive. 4) There is improvement of students' understanding of the concepts of physics students after applying the learning device using discovery learning model based Aceh culture on the material straight motion.
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